
cal” output at any one channel any time, focus the attention of a vast
number of people, and thus disseminate “one clear message” to these
masses. Internet is multivocal: at each “channel” it is possible to have
many messages simultaneously, and multiple voices have equal access
to these channels. There is also an almost infinite number of available
“channels”, depending on how channel is defined. In addition to this,
time and in particular space are not nearly as prominent features of
Internet as they are of conventional media. Internet is more globally
conceived than any preceding media, inherently disrespecting bound-
aries and thus uniting the world. At the same time this emerging global
society of users is inherently immensely fragmented. It can not be oth-
erwise.

However, to have a substantial impact on society Internet must
be used on a regular and substantial basis, by a significant number of
people: having a computer-network account with Internet access is not
the same as using it. The user needs to posses an appropriate level of
computer literacy. Secondly, media produced by non-professionals will
never be the same as media produced by professionals.

On the poster we emphasize the following social implications of the
Internet usage in mass media content: a) Relying on the Internet di-
minishes the importance of the surveillance function of traditional mass
media; b) The mass media has gatekeepers but the Internet does not;
c) The Internet diminishes the interpretation function of the mass me-
dia; d) The Information superhighway speeds up mass communication
feedback; e) Technology has once again outraced legislation; f) The
Internet encourages escapism.

N.Golob

EXPERIENCED LEARNING IN ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL

Emotional and motivation goals are the basis for gaining other goals
of science education (cognition, action). The easiest way to gain them is
through direct contact with natural environment and implementation
of activities in that environment. Children’s investigation in nature
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and experiment work in groups through simple real problem solving
method are the basis for gaining goals of a value system and cognition
sphere of activity. In today’s school practice there are only few cases
where children can continuously learn in natural environment — in the
schoolyard or in the intact natural environment. Some authors, listed in
the article, suggest the learning in the natural environment not only for
motivation, but as the way from surprise to admiration to investigation
and finally to understand the integrity of natural phenomenon.

UNESCO’s document for teachers explicitly recommends choosing
the nature and direct environment to learn. It directs that children
should get in direct and personal contact with the beauty and hetero-
geneously of nature and with people from other countries in order to
develop authentic feelings of love. Developing love for nature is the first
and the most important goal of environmental education.

The “school knowledge” in many cases does not have any connection
with the “life knowledge”, with pupils’ emotional activity and value de-
termination and activity in direct environment. In the article I would
like to pay attention on the possibilities and choice for school surround-
ing and also untouched natural environment as the source of learning
in science. The method of the experienced learning is chosen to present
some practical examples for the primary environmental education.

Environmental education is the interdisciplinary link between nat-
ural and social sciences. It needs aspects from all school subjects. For
good environmental education experiences in nature and social aspects
are also emphasized. Activities that involve both value education and
reflective thinking are the one way of learning about nature in nature
and of developing action skills to protect nature.

In the article the following examples of different investigations
about children activities in nature are presented: sensitivity to the nat-
ural environment in general, attitudes toward specific animals, concern
end empathy. Through children’s drawings about the environment as
emotional indicators for specific environmental problems one may de-
termine the attitudes children have towards different environmental
situations.

Experiences in outdoor activities have great possibilities to develop
a strong emphatic relationship to nature among pupils and teachers.
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